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Preface

I’ve been writing and revising this text with its various editions for over a quarter of a century and have come to realize that it will always be a work in progress. What used to feel like “completion” now feels simply like a “milestone” as each new edition is sent to production. That is fitting, as the field of personality psychology, too, continues to develop. Over the years, some of the hot topics (like the debate over traits versus situationalism, and the controversy over repressed memory of abuse) have faded into the historical past as theories have matured and research has guided reconceptualizations, and some topics have been dropped altogether, in order to make room for the new.

While not reflected in the words I have crafted for this edition, I sometimes reminisce about the first term paper I wrote in my first personality course, where I explored all that I could find written by Gordon Allport. If there is a unitary vision, however vague and incomplete, for the field, it seems—at least so far in the development of personality theory—to be his personology. But details are lacking in his statements, and for that, we need many other theories, ranging from the exciting findings of neuroscience to the very practical and socially important recognition of cultural contexts (e.g., challenges to the Protestant bias of Allport-inspired work on religious orientations). I do hope that personality researchers and theorists will continue their efforts to reach outside of their theoretical silos, to show how important ideas transcend theoretical boundaries. A unified theory of personality seems a distant goal, however, and one that will need to include other disciplines as well.

Researchers and theorists in personality have more contributions that deserve reporting than I can possibly include in this text: so many research findings and theoretical ideas, it would take a whole series! I invite students to do as I have done, and make understanding personality a life’s work, whether through academic study or by thoughtful observations of self and others. Understanding persons brings practical as well as academic benefits to our lives.

New to This Edition

• New Illustrative Biographies: Malala Yousafzai (Chapter 4), Serena Williams (Chapter 9), and George Harrison (Chapter 15).
• Updated research literature throughout. This includes neuroscience research, not only in the biological chapter but also integrated with various other theories (including Freud, Jung, and meditation in Buddhism).
• Updated discussion of current thinking and research about various theoretical concepts, including archetypes in Jung’s theory (Chapter 3); the replacement child and bullying in Adler’s theory (Chapter 4); epigenetics, gender identity, and sexual orientation in Erikson’s theory (Chapter 5); Alice Miller’s work on childhood victimization (Chapter 6); the effects of both nature and nurture in the Five-Factor Model (Chapter 8); increased attention to culture and the environment in evolutionary approaches (Chapter 9); and additional research using cultural and historical material in Kelly’s theory (Chapter 11).
• Updated details about various theorists’ lives, including controversy over racism in Cattell’s theory (Chapter 8) and Jung’s theory (Chapter 3); the contributions of his daughter Natalie and his relationship with Gloria in the film by Carl Rogers (Chapter 14); and the abusive behavior of Maslow’s mother (Chapter 15).
• Updated details about some illustrative biographies that are continued from the previous edition, including Mother Teresa (Chapter 7), Sonia Sotomayor (Chapter 8), Barack Obama (Chapter 13), and the Dalai Lama (Chapter 16).
• Encouragement of students’ critical thinking about many issues, such as conflict (Chapter 2), synchronicity (Chapter 3), cultural change (Chapter 6), religion and values (Chapter 7), free will (Chapter 10), and self-beliefs (Chapter 12).
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